
ZION IN THE FAR WEST
A modern israeli view of the mormonscormonsMormons

ahoran ellern

editors note the following review of leonard J arringtonsArringtons great
basin kingdom appeared in amidinamudin no 366 a hebrew language monthly
publication of the religious kibbutz movement tel aviv nissan 5736
april 1976 242868724286 87 it was translated by the author and sent to dr

arrington at the suggestion of cyrus mckell the utah state university
professor mentioned in the review it struck our interest because of the
authors cogent comparison between mormon history and recent jewish
history as well as his comments on why the people of israel should take
some interest in the mormonscormonsMormons the review is reprinted here by permission
of the publisher and reviewer

when I1 arrived at salt lake city airport in the course of a
study visit and turned to the bank with a traveller s cheque I1 was
struck by the name of the bank zion s first national bank
two hours later I1 saw in the city center the high rising building
housing the administrative center of the mormon church the
church building the temple that a gentile such as myself must
not enter and the tabernacle which is the cultural center of
the mormon capital

when I1 reached the university town in the north of the state I1

was met by my host the professor he pointed out the handsome
ultramodern church building where he is active amongst the stud-
ents outside working hours

when he invited me for supper at his home I1 thanked him
but begged off and in consequence had to explain to him the
meaning of kosher I1 noticed that he did not seem at all dis-
pleased that his children should meet a gentile who is as par-
ticular as any mormon about what liehelleile may or may not eat mor
mons at any rate those with the standing of the professor and his
family abstain from tea coffee and liquor and they do not smoke

the history of the white man s settlement of the west is
closely intertwined with the history of the mormon church and
the book under review is part of the research thereon reading it
I1 found that the settlement of this church antecededanteceded zionist set-
tlement by thirty years if we count from the BILU russian pioneer
immigrants movement and the first jewish agricultural colonies
and very much more if we count from the onset of the organized
large scale settlement not only that but every stage and event in
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our settlement history has its parallel in that of the mormon church

at least two traits characterisecharacterismcharac terise the two settlement movements
theirs and ours

1 the inspiration both received from the holy writ to go up
and settle in a goodly land a land of brooks of water and
indeed utah has a jordan of its own running down to the salt
sea

2 the settlement movement was guided by a religious social
concept far above class struggle but firmly anchored in economic
reality

in both movements this concept was translated into action by
central bodies in both the work was supported by congregations
and branches in all parts of europe where shlihim emissaries
both collected contributions to the permanent emigration fund
tithetittithebe and organisedorganizedorgani sed groups of emigrants from supporters in the
diaspora these emigrated to their zion in utah by ships and

continued in wagons and even on foot with their cattle and all
their goods the railroad did not reach zion till 1869

in marked contrast with the many utopian attempts to found
a better society that nineteenth century north america witnessed
the mormon settlement or rather in their own parlance the lat
ter day saints like our own effort succeeded beyond all expecta-
tions but in both cases this success came after great suffering
failures and trouble

these included in the case of the saints actual pogroms
in one of which the prophet and founder of the church joseph
smith was murdered and their expulsion from the states of illinois
and missouri and finally also from their city of nauvoo on the
banks of the mississippi as well as a war of suppression which
caused the united states to send 5000 troopers to invade the utah
territory to this the saints reacted by raising a larger volunteer
army of their own and by implementing a scorched earth policy
all the while harassing the U S army this in the end brought
about a reconciliation with president buchanan and the acceptance
of a governor appointed by washington for the state of utah

space does not permit further details we have before us a
large volume yet a fascinating narrative in spite of the books
meticulous historical scholarship those who do not feel equal
to a work of this size may prefer the national geographic maga
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zine s account of utah illustrated in gorgeous color april 1975
ppap 44073440 73

and finally a moment of reflection the relatively unsuccess-
ful public relations and politico economic struggle of our state of
israel is all too well known how could it happen that none of us
thought of cementing relations with this church that has congrega-
tions in all the western world

when I1 warned the professor prior to his paying a return visit
to our country that on passover he would get only matza the
bread of affliction to eat he replied 1 I too am orthodox in

my beliefs and I1 should be happy to celebrate the important pass-
over festival amongst you

it seems to me that we in israel and especially our religious
settlements may have an attraction for people like the mormonscormonsMormons
and that in spite of our differences in the religious sphere they
could be friends of zionist endeavour

raraananaraapanaanana

according to a readers letter published this year in the jerusalem post hundreds
of mormonscormons danced the hora with the jews of salt lake city in its central square
when the united nations declared for a jewish state on november 29 1947

YOUNG HEBER J GRANT
AND HIS CALL TO THE apostleship

ronald W walker

A year following his call to become president of the tooelethoele
stake the twenty four year old heber J grant stopped by the
salt lake studio of charles savage the pioneer photographer the
conversation took an unexpected turn he told me elder grant
wrote in his journal to put it down that within one year I1 would
be a member of the twelve apostles 1

one year and a few days later young heber received his call
the assignment led the new apostle s two closest friends anthony
W ivins and richard W young to write letters of encouragement

ronald W walker is a senior historical associate with the church historical depart-
ment

journal of heber J grant 7 october 1881 library archives of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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